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Biographical information and methods of handling spotters by
the spotting and assessment staff of DOB follow herewith:

-:pseudo)
'CSC C19034 #84676

a, Ahlefeld was born in the United States on 7 December
1921. Subject is married and has two children. Member of the
Russian Orthodox Church. Holds a BA degree and attended Law
School for two years but did not graduate. Speaks, reads, and
understands French, Polish, and Russian. Served approximately
three years in the US Army during World War II and was assigned
to G-2 military intelligence units. Subject is presently em-
ployed as an insurance salesman.

b. Subject was formally contracted as a spotter an 1 June
1953 and received training commensurate with the responsibilities
he fulfills. Annual salary is $1800 payable $150.00 per month.
It is to be noted that Subject is paid only for part time
services which are in addition to his normal civilian occupation,

c, Subject's cover, in relation to the agent candidates, is
natural. As an insurance salesman, he can establish contact with
potential agent candidates and obtain biographical information,
As President of his church organization, he assists in the settle-
ment of new immigrants in his area. No disclosure of Government
interest is shown by Subject in contact with potential agents as,
ordinarily, the information desired can be obtained on an un-
witting basis.

d. Contact and communication between case officer and spotter
is maintained by personal meetings and by mail (a sterile P. O.

Box has been
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Box has been established). Subject believes c/o is in the Army
with Military Intelligence.

e. Subject's motivation is ideological. It stems from his
interest and past experience in intelligence work as well as
his personal relationship with the 0/0 who was his Commanding
Officer during World War II.

2. FalOney, Edmund S. (pseudo)
CSC JG 6752 #65038

a, Faloney was born in Russia on 28 February 1916. Has
first papers for US citizenship. Subject is married, no children,
of Greek Orthodox religion and an active member of the Russian
Orthodox Church in the US. Speaks, reads, and understands
Russian fluently. Attended evening dollege for three years
studying economics. Present employment is with a large baking
company at a wage of approximately $75.00 per week.

b. Subject was formally contracted as a spotter on 15 Jan-
uary 1953 and received the training pertinent to the responsi-
bilities he fulfills. Faloney had some prior operational ex-
perience in intelligence work, having organized a spotting net
while working for T1B in Germany. Subject receives $1800.00
annually payable at the rate of $150.00 per month. It is to-
be noted that Subject is paid only for part time services, which
are in addition to his normal civilian occupation,

c. Subject's personal position as a member of the committee
of KOV, Komitet OBYEDINENN/EH VLASOVTSEV, (Committee of United
Vlasovites), provides a natural cover to contact any of the

. various Russian emigre groups in the United States. No dis-
closure of government interest is shown by the spotter in con-
tact with potential agent candidates as, ordinarily, the informa-
tion desired can be obtained on an unwitting basis.

d. Contact and communication between Subject and case
officer is by personal meetings and by mail (a sterile P. O.
Box has been established)s_Subject was cultivated and con-
tracted by a case officer'	 v and al-
though the present case oficer is a civilian, Sub4% believes
him to beL

e. Subject's motivation is dual. On the ideological side
it is based on hatred of Communism as it has been experienced
by him and his family. On the material side it stems from his

present low standard
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present low standard of living as balanced against extravagant
personal tastes. Control exists by reason of the fact that
Subject entered the US having falsified his life history. This
information is not known to the Immigration and Naturalization
Authorities.

3. AEPETAL
Operational Clearance #7450 granted 11 December 1953

a, Horn 3 May 1899 in Dolguchke gv. Vitebsk, USSR (natur-
alized Argentina). Subject was Russian at birth, received
French naturalization in 1938 and in 1951 was naturalized in
Argentina. Subject presently resides at Obligado 1748, Buenos
Aires, Argentina, and is employed as representative of the
Columbus Export Corporation of 80 Broad Street, New York 4, New
York. Education: Received B.S. in Russia in 1917. Was student
of the school of Mines in Petersburg in 1918. Subject speaks,
reads, and understands Russian fluently; he also has a good
command of German, English and Spanish. Military service: 1919-
20 - soldier in Russian White Army; 1939-40 - corporal in French
Army discharged July 25, 1940 after the Armistice. Subject is
president of the Congregation of Russian Orthodox in Argentina,
Delegate in Argentina of the Old Organization of the Russian Red
Cross, Honorary member of the Union of Russian Invalids of War.

4. ALOPECIA
Operational Clearance #7123 granted 23 October 1953

a. Born 13 June 1931 in Kharkov, Ukraine, USSR. Subject had
3 years at the normal 10-year school in Kharkov, various schools
in countries visited and finally completed his stidies in the
Ukrainian school in Villach, Austria in 1948. He speaks, reads
and understands Ukrainian and Russian fluently and knows some
English. Subject is president of the Ukrainian Youth Association
in Sao Paulo and secretary of Sociedade Ucrainiana nUnificacao".

5. AEPETAL and ALOPECIA both were first contacted and screened
by a representative of the SR Division on a trip to South America
in July of 1953, made for the purpose of surveying agent potentials.

They have not
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They have not yet however been contracted as spotters. Until
they have been given a full field assessment by a DOB staff
employee, no final action on contracts or training will be
undertaken. A trip for this purpose is projected for February
of 1954. Arrangements for cover and communication with these
spotters are being worked out in coordination with WH Division.


